Usurpers in God’s Kingdom
For most people in God’s Kingdom, they have little knowing or understanding
of why things operate the way they do in terms of Legal and Religious Systems.
Many are indeed frustrated of their situation in life as most are in bondage or
some form of slavery, knowingly or in many cases unknowingly. For most
people this article will make no sense and the few will glean some
understanding and fewer yet, will have fortitude and will to apply what is
written here. Sadly, many are called, but few are chosen to enter into Heaven
and as it is on earth, but earth is no heaven by any imagination, some akin it
to a living hell.
So let us get some of the basics out of the way so you can see how the stage is
set and who the players are. Jesus the son of Yahweh created all things
through Yahweh’s authority granted to him for Yahweh and by Yahweh, in that
Yahweh the Father and his Son Jesus along with the Holy Spirit are one, being
the God of all of creation. Within Creation there is love and God is Love. All
that is love is contained within God as again, God is love. When man sins he
no longer is part of that love and yet Yahweh sent his only begotten son Jesus
to us to save us from our sins so we may be redeemed by God and live with
God for eternity. The vastness of God’s Kingdom is beyond my imagination,
but I do know from scripture that we are to be given a new earth and heaven to
exist within and all will be anew. For those that rebel against God and do not
look to Jesus for salvation, they will face Judgment when they die by God,
where he may decide to send your soul into Hell.
This is the foundation of reality of our existence on earth today. For those who
wish to think otherwise and believe upon the edicts of a world they subscribe
too, the truth of this reality will eventually be brought to bear upon them. In
many ways God finds ways to bring us back to him, but there is an opposing
force to this which is headed by the Prince of this “World”, not earth, that
wants to pull you away from the truth and away from God, for the simple
reason that he is in a losing position and wants to take as many down with him
when he is finally cast into the lake of fire along with Hell, I might add. It is of
course Satan that rules over the “World” and everything within it is his
absolute dominion. Satan/Lucifer is a liar and murderer from the beginning.
In Mathew 10:16 it says, “Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of
wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.” Again
serpents are very subtle in all they do and thus through love we are as doves.
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Thus when you are presented with a anything concerning the Legal System you
are being engaged in a war upon the Sea, in Admiralty jurisdiction. You are
seen only as a chattel property being cargo upon their slave ship and whatever
the captain of the ship decides to do about any situation concerning you is
completely up to his or her discretion as you have absolutely no rights or
freedom within it, however they do grant you privileges from time to time,
maybe.
It is fundamentally important for you to understand one thing and if you do not
understand this, nothing will ever work for you within the world of the legal
system. This is that everything that is done is done within a world of fiction.
There is no life nor any truth found within it. The language they use, Legalese
is defined as an unintelligible language, thus any time you engage them in legal
conversation concerning their “LAW” you will never be understood as you are
engaging with them in an unintelligible language. See Black Dictionary 7th
edition or others for this definition.
The second part of this is that within their fictional world, there is no life within
it as the only true God, is the God of Life and Satan is not a god of life, but a
god of death. Thus PERSONS within the world of LAW have no rights or
freedoms for they simply do not exist in truth and are seen as being dead. How
can a fiction own anything, if it is not real or does not exist? Although Legalese
is designed to mimic English and other languages upon which it is used, it is
still unintelligible. Those who come before any Court are seen as wards of the
Court and hold no authority to represent or defend themselves in any way, as
they are seen as incompetent. Incompetent because they fail to realize the
truth of the Living God Yahweh and their true dominion therein, given to them
by Yahweh upon their creation upon the earth. A fiction has no means to
determine what is true or not for it is fundamentally a lie in of itself, pretending
to be living.
When you go to court they call out a name, which is an all capital letter name.
The All Capital Letter name is Dog Latin, which actually mimics the name, but
is a corruption of the upper and lower case name. Anything written in Dog
Latin has no meaning, the same as that written in Legalese, hence why the
LAW seeks to find a SURETY for their LAW, to extract life energy from to enable
the Grand Illusions set forth. Your signature on the Promise to Appear creates
a written contract with the Court, upon which only the LAWYERS are allowed
to interpret, because the BAR holds COPYRIGHT over all the LAW and thus the
language of the LAW called Legalese. The LAW only applies to the LAWYERS
within their LAW SOCIETY and no one else. The purpose of the Court is to
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make money, which reflects extracting life force energy from the living to
animate the fiction or illusions therein.
All truth leads to love. God of the Living is Love. There can be no truth outside
of Love and there can be no life where there is no love. For Satan to exist he
must use tricks to siphon energy from the living in order to exist in truth. It is
thus by committing sin that we give life to the illusions of fiction. Hence why
the Courts exist at all, because it deals with the wages of sin, which is death.
How many different ways do people kill themselves by sinning against God?
There is no remedy in the Courts for “CRIMES and breaking RULES”, for they
exist only because people refuse to love others. Thus where there is no love
there is war and the orchestrator and controller of all wars is done by Satan
through his minions to extract energy from the living and thus causing death
ultimately in situations.
When you bow to the Judge, you are committing a sin, making him GOD of you
over your creator. This is also done by standing in court when the Judge walks
in. In every way possible they try to give you clues as to what is going on, but
ultimately it is fear within you that is generated by not loving others that gets
you to this spot to begin with. How do I know this? It says so in the Bible
Mathew 22:34-38:

The Greatest Commandment
34 Hearing that Jesus had silenced the Sadducees, the
Pharisees got together. 35 One of them, an expert in the
law, tested him with this question: 36 “Teacher, which is
the greatest commandment in the Law?”
37 Jesus replied: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.’[c] 38
This is the first and greatest commandment. 39 And the

All
the Law and the Prophets hang on these two
commandments.”
second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’[d] 40
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All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments. Let that sink
in a moment…
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Now do you think for one moment that Love has nothing to do with LAW?
When you enter into the LEGAL System you abandon all connection with God
and forsake him to be Judged by man, rather than by God. Thus anything that
was ever brought forward in terms of God’s Law through God himself or any
Prophet must be in line with Loving God and Loving your Neighbor (others). It
is no longer permissible to stone people to death for breaking any of God’s
Laws nor is it permissible to do sacrifices for the atonement of Sins, whatever
they are. Death no longer holds any bearing on God’s Law as if it were, it
would feed illusion and fiction. The only one that has any right to take life is
God himself.
I cannot stress the magnitude of this situation or put into words how huge this
really is, but fundamentally it is about love and every time you engage in the
LEGAL SYSTEM you are forsaking God and not loving him or your neighbor in
question by doing so.
PERSONS in the LEGAL systems may also be
corporations, which may have more rights over a natural person. The other
word you see a lot is the word Human. Human Rights are part of the United
Nations, but you will not find the word Human in any BAR associated LEGAL
documents of any COUNTRY, which are CORPORATIONS in of themselves.
Human is another corruption of man as God only created man, he did not
create Humans.
So how do you identify yourself? You identify yourself as a man created as
male or female by God, standing in your dominion over all the earth, upon the
earth. Dominion means to Rule. You will find this twice in Genesis 1:26-28.
You will find it written in all versions of the Bible, including the Freemasons, as
in order to trick you, Satan must first tell you the truth. If you do not follow
what God has told you, then Satan may do as he pleases for you have forsaked
God.
It behooves me to when I see Muslims screaming that the “World” should be all
under Sharia LAW, when in fact it is a LAW for PERSONS in which all LAW
within Sharia is only applicable to PERSONS. In the Qur’an the first book
second line says that Allah is the Creator of Worlds. Then it goes on to say
how Allah created the heaven and the earth, but few if any ever notice that a
world is not truth, a world may be anything you want it to be, thus Allah’s
world(s) are merely fictions and do not exist in truth. Yet again, few bother to
understand the meaning of the words they read, much less understand how
powerful their words are when they speak them. Because we were created in
God’s image and after his likeness, our words like his have power and meaning
within creation. We are free to create a hell for ourselves or a heaven on earth
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through what we say to others in truth. Think that the LEGAL SYSTEM says
that LAW is always spoken for reason? Law is always spoken, because God
had Moses write down on tablets his Law to share with others. Thus God’s
Law is always spoken, never did God write anything down.
Again in order to trick you, you must be told the truth and the serpent will
always subtly tell you the truth, but if you are not following God, then it is
likely that you will not receive comfort from the Holy Spirit to gain decrement
over what is being presented to you.
What is likely though for those that are not following God is that they will have
a demon extract energy from them, perhaps in a whisper edicts of power into
their ears to gain or lose over any one situation. You see Love has no winners
or losers, hmm? You are feeding the illusion, which has no truth within it, so
you have a god Satan who commands his army of demons to assist him in
extracting death and life energy from those who do not love others.
So my title was a bit misleading in that I said that Usurpers in God’s Kingdom.
Who is the Usurper? For many they will point fingers at the entire LEGAL
SYSTEM and especially the Judges. Some may point out the Pope as he heads
the entire LEGAL SYSTEM through the HOLY SEE. Can you see how
Shakespeare was making an accurate assessment of things, when he said, “All
the World is a stage?” For on the surface it appears that the indeed God’s
Ruler and authority has been usurped by these charlatans and believe me, I
see many comments and videos about how corrupt the entire LEGAL SYSTEM
is, including the Rulers of various Countries. It goes on and on to no end it
seems. Yet as it always is with those who do not live in truth, they will point at
everyone else as being the cause of their woes, before looking at what they are
doing themselves. Perhaps it is simply the nature of man as Jesus called many
people Hypocrites and indeed he hated LEGALISM, which was perversion of
God’s Laws, by the Pharisees. This was brought about one day when Jesus
picked some corn to feed people he was meeting up with on the Sabbath. The
Pharisees said he was breaking God’s Law and he told them that the Sabbath
was created for man, not man for the Sabbath. Do you think that man was
created for the LEGAL SYSTEM or that the LEGAL SYSTEM was created for
man?
I should add though that the Pope, who is controlled by Satan, is the biggest
Usurper of all. Many Popes have declared themselves to be God. Much of our
problems in the world stem from the Pope of Rome in the Vatican. I
recommend you watch this video to learn more.
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Proof Popes Claim to be GOD!
https://youtu.be/HukSqxjRPm0
So who are the Usurpers of God’s Kingdom. To usurp means to take some
action that is only the responsibility of God. It is only God’s responsibility to
Judge thus we see many Judges and Law Makers involved in usurping this
responsibility to a huge degree all of which is not based upon love of course.
But more importantly we don’t see that our own actions that cause us to get
involved with the LEGAL SYSTEM to begin with, have somehow usurped God’s
Authority in some way. Each of us has a role to play in animating the illusion
of separation from God. It can’t be accomplished unless we participate in it at
some level. So those who have never sinned cast the first stone. I think you
get my point, I hope. In many ways we see all over the place people acting in
positions of authority outside of the bounds of God’s Law, which only engulfs
them with pride and illusion.
This is why God’ Sheep that are among the wolves, must always keep their eyes
on God, who is our Good Sheppard and loves us, to live in this Godless world.
In the end the sheep are going to be killed off by those caught up in the
illusion, for the illusion becomes so great that no truth can exist within it.
Satan does not want the truth or rather the Law to be written in your heart, for
he cannot devour you with his illusions and damn your soul to hell. While you
are alive you have the gift from God to choose to follow him by asking Jesus to
come into your heart and to follow him in his ways. His word is written in the
Bible, with the King James Bible being the least corrupted Bible. In the end it
matters not so much what the Bible says, it matters how you love the Father
and your neighbors throughout your life. It is your heart that ultimately
determines what happens to your soul.
I think the LEGAL SYSTEM is a very subtle way in many situations to remind
people who they are and why they are here on earth. They go through many
trials to teach you the truth, through falsehoods and illusion, but ultimately
they serve God in his will on earth. The Courts could not possibly exist unless
God wills it to be in place. It is a great illusion for those who do not see the
truth. When you learn the truth, the truth shall set you free. All truth leads to
Love and if you don’t love the Father and Others, you will always flounder
within the illusions thereof.
To do as thy wilt shall be the whole of the law is a Satanic realism of those
caught within the illusion. There are various degrees of it, but ultimately it is
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demonic and serves the will of Satan, not God. To do what you want at the
determent of all those around you, creates a state of war within you and with
those who are your neighbors. The energy channeled into maintaining who is
the big fish in the pond is reflected by the armies of the world and the
numerous dictorships present. Some of the most profitable dictatorships are
the most subtle I would say.
Ultimately you do not want to involve yourself with the LEGAL SYSTEM in any
way, but to be wise as serpents and harmless as doves, we are forced to
interface with the LEGAL SYSTEM at some level or we will cause so much
friction that our very lives may become at risk, if we cannot escape the
SYSTEM. Escaping and going to some far away remote place was perhaps
possible in the past, when there were few people on the earth, but not today.
You must be wise in what you do and simply apply all that you do against the
check, is what I am doing a loving thing in the Father’s eyes and loving to my
neighbor? It is a dance around a hornets’ nest and minefield no doubt. I think
if we were never challenged in how strongly we loved God, we would never
know in our hearts how much we indeed do love him or don’t. It is in part why
the Tree of knowledge of Good and Evil was placed in the midst of the Garden
of Eden. Love always gives us choice, there is no choice where there is no love.
As a side note it is the Tribe of Dan that currently rules the world. They broke
away from the Tribe of Israel and intermingled with the DNA of Giants, who
were the off spring of woman and fallen Angels. They look human to us, but
many are possessed by demonic entities and operate to control man for the
benefit of Satan’s agenda. Many who are involved with them are so deceived
that they actually sell their souls for material gain. They can at any time of
course turn to Jesus and give themselves to him and ask for forgiveness.
Doing so will strip them of their worldly possessions and all their gains they
made through Satan, but who wants that crap, when you may lose your soul
and be damned to hell when you die? The world is filled with Paganism and
Idolatry at many levels. For many, they become shocked to discover how their
churches are involved in all this as well. Many Churches worship Lucifer, not
Yahweh. The world is filled with illusions my friends, you just have to wake up
and see them. God’s word helps a lot, but it is when you gain discernment
from the Holy Spirit that much more comes into focus.
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